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WARNING: OBSCURA IS A PASSIVE VIEWING EXPERIENCE AND NOT A GAME!

They say something has been awoken in the old woods...
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Yes the environments are beautifully crafted and the sound is top-quality, but you cannot move/explore, and there's very limited
interactivity (it's an 'experience', but nobody said a VR experience should be mostly looking around and doing close to nothing).
And worst of all, there's almost no story. To be honest, it feels like a (talented) developer (or team) made a nice proof of
concept, but then didn't have the motivation (or resources) to turn it into a full game, so it was released as "an experience" and
sold for a high price. I can't recommend buying this unless the current price (of 20 EUR) drops.. This is the scariest VR game
i've ever played. Me and my friend Casper just tried it, and we almost scare-quit the first time. I REALLY recommend this
game if you want to get REALLY scared! + The graphics are 10 / 10.. So I'm not the type of person to get easily scared and I
won't be having any nightmares after playing this game or anything. But what this game did do is increase my heart rate and
build suspense. The VR scenarios this dev created are simply beautifully breath-taking and amazing in creating a sense of dread.
Whether it's a crow slowly flying and landing near you or a gate opening or a sound in the distance, you slowly start to feel alone
and powerless to stop whatever evil force is coming. The abandoned cabin you are in, suddenly starts to feel too small. It is true
that there isn't much of a game here or a story. However, it's the experience that this dev brings which brings entertainment
value. I honestly can't wait to share this experience with my friends and family and see their reactions. Jump scares may be
cheap, but it's the buildup with all the little details along the way that make it work in this game versus other games from other
devs. Just notice the mushrooms in the grounds, the details of the trees and the ambient sounds. Everything was detailed to bring
the maximum horror to such a simple concept. Sale Price Rating 7/10 Definitely a must buy for horror fans for $6.79 is a good
deal for the content, at normal price of $19.99 I would only give a tepid recommendation. If you like jump scares, and all you
want is jump scares, this is the game for you. Though it seems to be the same one over and over. Otherwise, this should be
called Mummy Simulator 2017 because 30 minutes in all I'm doing in every scene is holding my arms straight out and rotating
my torso back and forth. 30 minutes of that. No change. Jump scare, mummy position, jump scare, mummy position.. Ami
vreau bani anapoi golanilor ka ami trebuie viar shi eu nam dalea ca e scupe golanii dracului ce suntetzi, voi nu stitzi kum e sha
traieshti an romania ka aiki nai bani de o paine shi un pateu ka al dai pe tzigari shi voit vretzi sami iau viar? sami datzi bani
anapoi, SA VINA DOMNUL IOHANNIS! va pwp, astept banii inapoi ba.. 4/10 What a dull game. You stand in one place and
looka round you with a camera on nightvision while noises create a spooky atmosphere. At times you see something out of the
corner of your eye, but most of the time you just stand there wishing someone had included something more interactive. On the
plus side, the scenery is nice, and it is quite tense.. Holy chit! What an awesome experience! I played it for an hour straight, not
reading much about it at all. I played it too long actually, but it really felt like a nightmare. The in game clues led me to
understand the strange loop I was stuck in. The only way to wake up is to look out! So yeah, you may want to wait for a sale to
bite on this one, but it is a high quality product, and I strongly recomend.. I bought this on sale at a hefty 90% discount. I lasted
about five minutes before deciding it was a litttle bit *too* creepy for the time and place I first played it. I, therefore, am not
qualified to give a full review, but It's definitely worth a punt for u00a30.71. It's *really* creepy. From my limited time in the
game (so far) I can say that it has fullly customisable rendering options and fluid controls.. You kinda just stand there for 20
minutes, with not really anything going on. it's got decent graphics, directional audio, but more story content or a little narration
would be nice. Get DreadHalls instead. More fun and wayyy scarier IMHO.. I just got this on sale and I'm really happy with
what I got. Yes, it is more of an experience than a traditional game, but this experience is actually nicely designed, well made,
and randomized so there's quite some replay value.
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